CVSS SIG Minutes  Tuesday, August 15, 2006

Agenda:

1) Report status on action items from previous meeting on, 07/18/06:
   a. Gavin/Mike – Document PSIRT team’s findings and issues discovered into the best
care practice document. Voting results are in for proposal #5 (Complete and will be
   added to next voting cycle)
   b. Peter – Write up on the CVSS algorithm findings (N/A yet - after voting complete)
   c. Art – Update Proposal #4, send to team and then vote (Still in work)
   d. Mike – Update Proposal #5, send to team for review and vote (Complete and will be
   added to next voting cycle)
   e. Mike – Work on Proposal #8 and send to team for discussion (Complete and will be
   added to next voting cycle)
   f. Sasha – Send Proposal #6 for vote (Sent in last voting cycle)
   g. Sasha – Work on Proposal #9 and send to team for discussion (Complete - voted
   on in last voting cycle)
   h. Seth – Further work on Proposal #7 and send to team for discussion (Complete and
   will be added to next voting cycle)
   i. Gavin – Update Proposal #10, send to team for review and vote (Complete - voted
   on in last voting cycle)
2) CVSS Structure, Strategy and Process:
   a. Methodology for incorporating feedback into CVSS – N/A
   b. Comparison on CVSS Scores – N/A
3) Administrative:
   a. CVSS v1.x documentation status update and proposed changes –
      i. Proposals #6, 9 and 10 are up for vote (Due August 18, 2006) (Done)
      ii. Status on Proposals #4, 5, 7, and 8
4) Roundtable: Updates/Needs/Questions
   Much Discussion on proposal #8 XSS. Agreement was reached to reflect impact to server not
   client. C:N I:P A:N were given as usual guidelines. Agreed to change server/service